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Earl, James W. Thinking about Beowulf. Stanford University Press, Stanford,
Calif., 1994. xiv+ 204 pp. $42.50.
As a controlling metaphor for Thinking about Beowulf, James W. Earl
proposes the Mandelbrot set, a computer-generated fractal map of chaos that
reveals endlessly branching, yet oddly symmetrical, complexities along an
infinitely regressing borderline. It is an apt illustration of the twin maxims
with which the book begins: "Everything is more complicated than you
think" (1), and "the closer you look, the more you see" (6). This means, Earl
explains, that "the closer we look at a poem like Beowulf, the more it recedes
into local difficulties of interpretation, unsuspected levels of complexity, new
dimensions of meaning, which in turn vanish into more complexities the
closer we look" (12). Thinking about Beowulf is an exploration of the poem's
complexity that seeks to look ever closer at specific problems of Beowulf and
Beowulf criticism. Thus, in each section of his book Earl examines a particular
"fractal coastline" (n) between thematic or interpretive categories, and, rather
than attempt immediately to resolve or explain away any "local difficulties"
that arise, he teases out the intricacies of the issues raised, revealing the
"unsuspected levels of complexity" that make the poem's meaning(s) resemble
the elaborately convoluted borderlines of the Mandelbrot set.
Two exceptionally vexed categorical borderlines in Beowulf criticism are
those that divide Christianity from Germanic paganism, and oral narrative
from literate poetry. These questions, perhaps inescapably, provide prime
locations for Earl to demonstrate his "fractal" criticism. No one familiar with
the critical debate over the worldview of Beowulf and the Beowulf poet will
be surprised to learn that the seemingly absolute boundary between the two
religions, upon closer inspection, reveals itself to be a fractal coastline of
immense complexity. Earl's primary interest lies in the reciprocity of the
conversion, i.e., not only in how Christianity changed Anglo-Saxon culture,
but also in how Anglo-Saxon culture shaped Anglo-Saxon Christianity. His
close examination of this cultural reciprocity leads him to consider a number
of other boundaries, each representing an added involution of the primary
fractal coastline: these include the differences between "tribal" and "civilized" cultures, between the society of the Germanic tribes on the European
continent and the Anglo-Saxon society of the settlement period, between
apocalyptic and eschatological thought, and between the symbolic and cultural
significance of the hall on the one hand and of the church on the other.
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Along the way are discussions of other Old English texts: the "Seafarer,"
"Maxims I," and "Christ I" in particular. Yet it all comes back, inevitably, to
Beowulf and that poem's ambiguous, overdetermined, unreachable origins
and meanings.
The same reciprocity of influence pertains to the oral/literate binary,
leading to Earl's somewhat controversial conclusion that epic as a genre arises
temporally from the borderline between orality and literacy itself and is
therefore not a traditional form at all. This conclusion in turn supports one
of Earl's most controversial assertions, that Beowulf is a radically original
poem by a "strong poet" (14) who, having created both a new plot and a new
character, weaves his fictitious protagonist into "the fabric of traditional history
in the manner of Woody Allen's Zelig" (22). Oddly enough, most of this
discussion is ignored in the chapter devoted to the Oral-Literate binary.
There, Earl provides a discussion of Caedmonian literacy and Alfredian orality,
a discussion with only the most tenuous relationship to the question of oraltraditional elements with Beowulf itsel£
Earl is at his best when his anthropological/psychoanalytic method is
employed on less well-trodden ground. His exploration of the fractal coastline between Freudian psychoanalysis and Augustinian self-reflection on the
subject of identification is the most interesting and original part of the book.
Earl traces the process of the reader's identification with the hero of the poem
simultaneously from a modern psychoanalytic and a medieval Christian point
of view; true to his fractal method of proceeding, his examination of the issue
is both complicated and enriched by an interwoven discussion of Aristotelian
catharsis. This in turn leads to the final chapter of the book, "Beowulf and the
Origins of Civilization," in which Earl's earlier insights into the relationship
of the poem to Christianity and paganism combine with his psychoanalytic
acumen to place the poem and its reception into the larger context of the
psychological history of civilization itself.
Earl's weakest chapter is his reworking of an early article on the men's
hall. Here he retreats from the complexities of the Mandelbrot set borderlines into the forced simplicity of structuralism. Perhaps most troubling is his
facile equation of sexuality as one of humanity's primary drives with the Old
English terms mteglmteg, "woman/kindred," which he then places into a simple
binary opposition with "masculinist" civilization. If feminist scholarship has
taught us anything in the past decades, it is to avoid such easy generalizations
about the relationships between gender and society. While Earl admits that
this section was conceived "before I was reborn as a nominalist and promised
to stop generalizing so much" (mo), his book would be improved by a
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reconceptualization and rewriting of the chapter as fractal, not simply
structural, criticism.
No doubt some readers will be put off by the casual subjectivity of Earl's
criticism and by his easy acceptance of the idea that his interpretation is, in
Harold Bloom's terminology, a "strong misreading" (174). Earl freely
acknowledges that "objectivity is not exactly the goal of my interpretation;
[because] objectivity is not what is left over when the psychological inhibitions
to interpretation are finally overcome" (r74), and he does not hesitate to
recount and psychoanalyze his dreams about Beowulf One must take Thinking
about Beowulf on its own terms, however, without asking it to be more than
it claims to be: the thoughts and speculations of one well-informed and
sensitive reader. As such, it should serve to inspire further thoughts on the
part of its own (informed and no doubt sensitive) readers-no mean feat for
a critical text on a work as overdetermined and overdiscussed as Beowulf
Joyce Tally Lionarons
Ursinus College

Farrell, Thomas J., ed. Bakhtin and Medieval Voices. University of Florida
Press, Gainesville, 1995. 240 pp., 9 black & white photographs, r figure,
r table, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95.
Thomas J. Farrell has collected an impressive range of essays that each
attempt to assess the ways in which Mikhail Bakhtin's work might contribute
to medieval literary studies. These essays demonstrate that Bakhtin's criticism
and theory can indeed aid our study of the Middle Ages by giving us concepts and a vocabulary that refine our sense of how medieval texts construct
meaning. Many of the essays also address Bakhtin's own vicissitudes with
respect to the Middle Ages; thus Bakhtin becomes an occasion for this book
to illustrate how those vicissitudes create a context within which medieval
textuality, in turn, refines the theories that inform contemporary scholarship.
The book is divided into three sections. The first section contains
three chapters that examine the carnivalesque in medieval texts. Bakhtin"redirected" away from his insistence on intentionality (26)-helps Andrew
Taylor read the "stream of disorderly life" that encircles the pages of
the Smithfield Decretals both "as a site of ideological conflict between the
authority of the book [the written] and the vitality of the world [the oral]"
in which the text is produced (3r), and as a site within which conflict is

